Preconception CoLLIN

Mid-Year All Site Virtual Gathering

June 7, 2019 | 12:00 ET

Dial-in: 1-866-906-0040 Passcode: 5809484
WELCOME!

Thank you for joining!

Please mute your phones and computer speakers.

And also PLEASE share!

Recording in progress but just for our notetaking.

Use the chat to jump in and share thoughts.
Agenda

• Preconception CoIIN Overview: What we did and where we are.

• Sharing
  • State team leads share a brief high-level overview of the project in each state
  • Site sharing on successes (and related prompts)
  • Site sharing on future activities (and related prompts)
  • Discussion and collaboration across the group (hopefully lively via talk and chat)

• Designing Technical Assistance for the next 6 months: What do you need.

• Questions and Last Thoughts

THANK YOU to Joyce, Jill, JoEllen, Leah, Corrine, Maura and Diana for serving as state team leads = we appreciate you!
Reducing Infant Mortality by Improving Women's Health

**OUR GOAL:** Develop, implement, and disseminate a woman-centered, clinician-engaged, community-involved approach to the well woman visit to improve the health status of women of reproductive age, particularly low-income women and women of color.
Site and State Partners

14 sites from California, Delaware, Oklahoma, and North Carolina

Annual reach 100,000+ women of reproductive age via

- Two Health Departments
- Three Academic/Residency Programs
- Four Federally Qualified Health Centers
- Five Healthy Start and Care Management Programs

SEE PROFILES – CLICK ABOVE
Preventive / Well Woman Visit Cascade
Preconception CoIlN-wide measure defined:

Proportion of non-pregnant reproductive age women asked about their pregnancy intentions
Human-Centered Design Sprints
Preconception IM CoiIN Webinars - 2019

New Approaches to Patient-Centered Reproductive Goals Counseling, Presented by Dr. Sonya Borrero

Integrating Quality Women-Centered Care into Practice: Insights from Magnolia Clinic, Presented by Jaci Murphy

Authentic Engagement: Bridging the Clinic-Community Connection, Presented by Kenn Harris

Available on beforeandbeyond.org/pchimcoiin – under TA Webinars
Dr. Joia Crear-Perry led a discussion about understanding our own biases and effect on practice

Kay Johnson offered policy strategies for advancing women’s health

Dr. Dan Frayne shared a series of useful case studies

Updates from partners, including CDC
YOUR TURN!
Thinking about Success....

• What strategies have worked well for staff buy-in?
• What has been the most effective tool/strategy/approach for your site as you implement changes?
• What low-tech strategies have been particularly effective in your setting?
• What are the top three resources you refer clients/patients to and why?
• How are you collecting and using your data to support success in implementation?
• How are you continuing to get patient/client and or community feedback now that you are in the implementation phase?
• Or whatever is unique to your project that you would like to highlight!
YOUR TURN!
Thinking about Future Activities....

• What is a strategy that you want to try in order to better engage your clients/patients and the surrounding community?
• What isn’t working that you want to understand more about?
• What supports do you need to ensure that changes in your clinic are sustained?
• What gaps in patient education and general resources would you like to see filled as a part of this project?
• How will you continue to engage all stakeholders (women, providers, community) in improving preventive care?
• Are there new measures you’d like to explore / collect?
• What training / resources do you want to offer your teams, particularly on addressing bias in care?
• Or whatever is unique to your project future activities that you would like to highlight!
Supporting Your Work
LIVING YOUR HEALTHIEST LIFE

#ShowYourLoveToday by learning tips & tools to stay healthy & well

Find out more

SHOW YOUR LOVE IS A NATIONAL CAMPAIGN DESIGNED TO PROMOTE WELLBEING AND SUPPORT YOUNG ADULTS AS THEY STRIVE TO ACHIEVE THEIR GOALS AND MAKE HEALTHY LIFESTYLE CHOICES TODAY.
ShowYourLoveToday.com

- Get the care you need
- Eat well
- Take a daily vitamin
- Move it!
- Protect against infections
- Break up with tobacco
- Happy & safe relationships
- Plan ahead
- Managing conditions
Technical Assistance

• How else can we help you?

• All Infant Mortality CoiIN Participants (DATA Contractor webinars):
  • Aug/Sept – Improving Messaging around Infant Mortality and Health Equity
  • Fall 2019 – Maintaining Momentum and Addressing Project Fatigue
We have numerous resources available on beforeandbeyond.org. This includes presentation slides/recordings, sample surveys, Human Centered Design tools, webinar series, and more.
Connect with us!

Facebook.com/ShowYourLoveToday
@SYL_Today
#ShowYourLoveToday

@ShowYourLoveToday
#ShowYourLoveToday

Closed LinkedIn Group
Search “PCHHC”
THANK YOU!

Contact: Sarah_Verbiest@med.unc.edu

ABOUT HRSA IM CoIIN PRECONCEPTION PROJECT: This project is supported by the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) under grant number UF3MC31239-Providing Support For The Collaborative Improvement and Innovation Network (CoIIN) To Reduce Infant Mortality. The grant amount totals $1,494,993. This information or content and conclusions are those of the author and should not be construed as the official position or policy of, nor should any endorsements be inferred by HRSA, HHS or the U.S. Government.